Workshop on Life Cycle Assessment and GIS Tools for Energy planning (TW3-TW4)

Siena

25th-29th September 2017
Workshop on Life Cycle Assessment and GIS Tools for Energy planning (TW3-TW4)

Siena, 25th-29th September 2017

Pian dei Mantellini 44, 53100 Siena ITALY
Day 1 - Monday

16.00-18.00
- Opening and Welcome (UNISI)
- Presentation of the workshop contents and objectives – UNISI

Day 2 - Tuesday

9.30 - 13.00
- Introduction to the session “Environmental Assessment and Energy Potential – applied to RES” - UNISI
- Partners’ presentations concerning “Environmental Assessments and their application to RES including the presentation of one significant case study/experience per partner – ALL PARTNERS  * 11.15 – 11.30 Coffee break

13.00 - 14.00  Lunch break

14.00 - 17.00  Partners’ presentations (continuation) - ALL PARTNERS
Day 3 – Wednesday

9.30 - 13.00
- Presentation of C-MAPS describing Life Cycle Assessment methodology - UNISI
- Presentation of UNISI Projects on Environmental Accounting applied to RES – UNISI
- Presentation on GIS tools for energy potential analysis – ROMA 3  
  * 11.15 – 11.30 Coffee break

13.00 - 14.00  Lunch break

14.00 - 17.00
- Exercises on concept mapping (work groups): draft a scientific paper starting from a C-MAP - moderated by ROMA 3

18.00 - 20.00  GUIDED TOUR OF SIENA

20.00
- SOCIAL DINNER (RISTORANTE ORTO DEI PECCI, VIA PORTA GIUSTIZIA)
Day 4 – Thursday

9.30 - 13.00
- Steering committee meeting: Approval of finalized outputs; Technical and Financial review; Next activities and deliverables to be implemented, Organization of the students’ workshop in Amman and discussion about the final conference in Beirut – moderated by ROMA 3
- Quality board meeting - JUST

13.00 - 14.00  Lunch break

14.00 - 18.00
- Plenary discussion on the outputs of the Exercises - moderated by ROMA 3
- Discussion on: relations between the Thematic C-MAPs and the C-MAP 1.0; how to develop the C-MAP 1.0 and enrich it with useful contents and materials to improve the teaching/learning experience – ROMA 3
Day 5 - Friday

9.30 - 11.00  •  Presentation of next project activities and closure of the meeting – ROMA 3

16:00 UNISI Researcher Night
Lunch restaurant 26th- 27th - 28th

RISTORANTE VIVACE
Via Stalloreggi, 64

UNIVERSITY
Pian dei Mantellini, 44
Social dinner – Wednesday 27th
BRIGHT
LA NOTTE DEI RICERCATORI IN TOSCANA
SALUTE E BENESSERE  NUOVE TECNOLOGIE  Natura
PATRIMONIO CULTURALE  SVILUPPO SOSTENIBILE
IL 29 SETTEMBRE DALLE 16 IN POI
VIENI A CONOSCERE I RICERCATORI E LA RICERCA DAL VIVO
ESIBIZIONI, ESPERIMENTI, SEMINARI, SPETTACOLI PER LE VIE DI SIENA
INIZIATIVE ANCHE PER BAMBINI  EVENTI ANCHE AD AREZZO GROSSETO PORTOFERRAIO  TUTTI GLI EVENTI SONO GRATUITI
bright-toscana.it  unisi.it/bright2017  #bright17  brightsiena
Welcome to Siena
Welcome to the Province of Siena carbon neutral area

$\text{CO}_2\text{eq emission} = \text{CO}_2\text{ uptake}$

ISO14064 certified greenhouse gas inventory
United Nations n.17 Sustainable Development Goals 2015-2030 (including 169 targets).